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What:
Skychicken

Virtual Reality Game

Hardware\Software Brain

Hardware\Software Body

Future drone projects

Where:
Virtual\Augmented Reality

Why:
Save the world, make cool stuff.

How:
Individually funded projects

Multi-industry combinations

Constant self re-evaluation















Timeline



Skychicken funding timeline
- Funds required for development & launch: 

$275,000
- Second year operating cost: $217,500
- Total investment required: $492,500

$97,500 $177,500

$217,500





News reporting

Sports 
broadcasting

Firefighting

...and more! 

Long loiter time 
makes it the 
perfect camera 
platform for a 
brand new 
spectator sport 
using drones.

Other Missions:



What is Skykick?
The Skykick game is played either using 
augmented or virtual reality. 

In it, players (pilots) fly either physical drones 
or virtual representations of those drones in 
fun and exciting-to-watch games or 
tournament-style events.

It is a boot-strapped approach to affecting 
large scale change in the aviation, VR, and 
hobby industries.

It is an approach where multiple industries 
are combined to form a larger one.



Why the game?
Value-add for long term growth of the 
company, by doubling potential revenue 
streams (VR and drones).

Safe training for existing and new pilots.

Value-add for investors because it builds a 
core platform with which to bridge to and 
from other opportunities.

Connects traditionally unrelated consumer 
groups (pilots, gamers, hobby kit builders) 
that nevertheless share commonalities, to 
create a larger potential for growth.



How does it work?
The “Brain”

A combination IMU/radio 
unit.
I - Inertial
M - Measurement
U - Unit

Used to stream raw data 
regarding the drone’s 
position, heading, altitude, 
etc. to a ground receiver.

The “Eyes”

Consumer virtual reality 
goggles that connect via a 
common interface 
(USB/HDMI) to the “body”.

Information for the game 
(score, goals, etc) is 
overlayed on top of live or 
simulated video footage 
and integrated flight 
displays via the IMU.

The “Body”

An integrated computer 
unit (such as a laptop or 
smart phone), built to 
receive, process, and 
broadcast radio 
commands, flight data, 
and pilot commands.

This computer should be 
portable and durable, 
able to be carried to 
on-field locations.



Physical:

Two or more R/C aircraft with at least one 
onboard camera and the Skykick “Brain”.

Two or more pairs of VR goggles.

A gamepad, mouse, or joystick device, or 
standard hobby radio controller.

A laptop or smart phone.

Host software on the laptop to monitor all the 
aircraft currently playing.

Virtual:

A gamepad, mouse, or joystick device.

An installed copy of the game. Platforms TBD.

A pair of VR goggles (optional but 
recommended).

What will you need to play?





Our special sauce

Creative and fun 
gameplay design

Exciting data driven 
displays

Otherworldly imagery

Strong multi-disciplinary 
foundation



Prior Development

Game modes

Tool concepts

Game Assets

Trailer Animatic

Story

Control 
Methodologies



Who is Skykick’s target market?
Top down view, Game + Skychicken + Other drones, brain, etc;

Gamers - $15.4b in video game sales for 2013 (statista.com)

AR/VR enthusiasts - $1.06 billion by 2018 (Markets&Markets)

“Traditional” Hobbyists - Radio Control sales in 2012 were ~ $260 
million (Hobby Manufacturer’s Association)

Professionals + Large Entities - B&H in NYC sells 200+ Phantoms a 
day (Motherboard), at least 12% of $98 billion worldwide will be for 
commercial drones (Business Insider)



Existing Interest
Average funding for drone-related Kickstarters: 
$90,000 

Outliers as high as $900,000. 

Space/Aviation related Kickstarter games 
average $20,000 per project.

RSI has managed to raise +$50 million for its 
space game through its own channels.

Source: Major League Gaming



How do we profit?
In-game microtransactions

Aircraft sales

Equipment, starter kits, etc.

Industry sponsorship deals

Ticket sales at sponsored events





Why?

Take the concept of personal flight to a new 
level

Educate the public and sustain/grow the 
“Maker” movement

Develop the foundation for future remote 
sensing technologies related to space 

exploration & solar body mineral extraction

Machine intelligence



Questions?


